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(Postcolonial) mapping of legal cultures.
Arte Povera: mappa del mundi 1973



Community life: Greenlandic women carrying an 
umiak (a women’s boat) (Historical photograph)



Communication & culture

“Viable political units can be very small, provided there 
is a high level of transactions with the wider 

environment. Communications, and not power, are the 
main organizing influence in world society”.

(John Burton: World Society, 1972, p.45)



Aron (1822-1869), 
Inuit hunter, painter and oral historian:
Woman marrying worm



Myth and legends from Greenland 
(& the Arctic)

• The Raven which took a wild goose for wife

• The unclean woman who visited bears in 
human form

• The woman who married a fox

• The woman who married a shrimp

• The raven which proposed to the sparrow

• The woman who took a big worm for husband 
when worms had faces like humans

• The man who took a fox for wife



Legal cultures and welfare through
activity/work/labour

Greenland China DK/EU

Nomadic Agri-cultural Agri-cultural

Post-colonial Industrial Industrial

welfare society socialism capitalism

Digital culture Post-socialist Post-industrial

Resilience digital market digital capitalism

economy

Precariousness & emerging precariat



Changes of regulations & legal cultures in DK (& EU): 
‘’law’ as expression of solidarity & provision of welfare

20th Century - Changes

- (public education)

- taxation systems

- labour law & disputes

- forms & relations of 
property

- marriage, family & 
inheritance

- security: health, 
unemployment & old age 
pensions, death

- public child care 

21st Century - Changes

Trends towards:  
Marketization/privatization, 
individualization, 
commercialisation, 
globalization and 
liberalization in education, 
taxation, flexicurity
(labour); family (easier 
divorce), individualized 
security system; contested 
taxation systems; climate 
change adaptation  
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Four global forces shaping
& changing the world

• Demographics (birth rates, ageing, death)

• (Growing) demand for natural resources

• Climate change ( changing chemical composition of 
the atmosphere)

• Globalization (interconnection & interdependence)

• Technology

(Laurence Smith, The New North. The World in 2050. 
Profile books) 



Urbanization & digitalization
from nomadic to digital culture

Kompetencekompagniet http://www.kompetencekompagniet.gl



Emerging & transformed relations
- issues of scale & need for resources

http://multimedia.pol.dk/archive/00650/NYNYNYJernmineGr_nl_650280a.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Greenland_(orthographic_projection).svg


Mining
sites & experiences:

Potential Chinese
extraction from 
ironmine in Isukasia
(2014)



Indigenous legal world views

The Aboriginal world view holds that human 
beings are the least powerful and least important
elements in creation. They cannot influence
events, and are disrespectful if they try. Human 
interests are not to be placed above those of any
other part of creation. Regarding the relative 
hierarchy and importance of beings in creation
therefore, Aboriginal and Western traditions are
diametrically opposed.
(Quote by Murray Sinclair, Canadian aboriginal
judge), H. Petersen in Ø rebech et al. The Role of 
Customary Law in Sustainable Development, CUP 
p.427)



COMPARING LEGAL CULTURE & IMAGERY

Western legal imagery

Society as a universe of individuals, 

free and equal.

Individual free will (freedom) as an 

ideal.

Social progress (change) as an ideal

Law as the product of State will. 

Law as separated from other social 

norms.

Statute law as the (only) legal 

standard.

Justice as the product of an official 

court decision. 

Official courts as temples of justice, 

fairness & impartiality.

Civil rights as a standard of justice.

Chinese legal imagery

Society as a hierarchically ordered universe of 

social autonomous bodies.

Established social order – with consequent 

limitations to individual autonomy – as an ideal.

Social stability as an ideal.

Law as the product of community tradition.

Law as embedded in social ethics, education and 

good manners.

Law as integrated by a multiple set of norms of 

social behaviour.

Justice as the result of community (or community 

traditional leaders) judgement.

Official justice as a world of greedy pettifoggers 

and ill-educated people.

Obedience and submission to authority as the 

standard of a well-ordered society.
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From  António Manuel Hespanha: Feelings of justice in the Chinese Community of Macao. In the same (ed): 
Feelings of justice in the Chinese Community of Macao. An enquiry. Imprensa de Ciências Socias, Lisboa, 
2003, p.204



Confucian value hierarchy in China ? 

Emperor Father Husband Old Teacher

I            I I I I

Subject Son Wife Young      Pupil

Friend – Friend



The PRECARIAT and needs for 
new forms of protection

Guy Standing: A Precariat Charter. From Denizens to Citizens, 2014

the precariat: an emerging class characterized by chronic insecurity, 
detached from old norms of labour and the working class… 

Globalization… has generated a class structure, superimposed on 
earlier structures, comprising an elite, a salariat, proficians, an old 
‘core’ working class (proletariat), a precariat, the unemployed 
and a lumpen-precariat (or ‘underclass’). (p.13)…The salariat has 
been the primary beneficiary of twentieth-century social democracy. 
(p.14)

…the new norm, not the exception, is uncertain and volatile labour. 
Whereas the proletarian norm was habituation to stable labour, the 
precariat is being habituated to unstable labour… Labour instability 
is central to global capitalism… the precariat’s consciousness is 
linked to a search for security outside the workplace. 



Wang Qingsong: Follow You
Staged Photography, 2013

http://www.google.dk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=Yly-53J-iAonzM&tbnid=VAM5-burNnfhJM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.koes.dk/presse/aktuelle-udstillinger/wang-qingsong-follow-you&ei=M8RcU8KlL4rNygO7yYCgCA&bvm=bv.65397613,d.bGQ&psig=AFQjCNGfy5XhJUkvk3GhReXIB7itH-m3mA&ust=1398674866017712


China and the precariat

• China with over a billion people emerged as a global giant. 
Manufacturing expansion coincided with growth of 145 million 
in its huge labour force between 1990 and 2008… In 1999, 
China’s exports were less than a third of the USA’s. By 2009, 
China was the world’s largest exporter. Investments flooded into 
emerging market economies… Workers in rich countries were 
in trouble. (p.37)

• By 2012, China had 34 million urban factory workers earning on 
average $2 an hour, with a further 65 million in town and village 
enterprises earned 64 cents an hour, with 675 million workers 
available elsewhere. (p.48)… However, perhaps the 
outstanding feature of labour market restructuring is the 
continuing rise of labour migration, including rural-urban 
migration in emerging market economies, which is swelling the 
global labour supply… (p.49)



Liquidity and fluidity in well-being and 
normative orders?

• Zygmunt Bauman:

• Liquid Times: Living in an Age of  Uncertainty (2006)

• Liquid Fear (2006)

• Liquid Life (2005)

• Liquid Love: On the Frailty of  Human Bonds (2003)

• Liquid Modernity (2000)

• Legislators and interpreters : on modernity post-
modernity and intellectuals (1987)



Harmonious Society

• The concept of social harmony dates back to ancient 
China, to the time of Confucius and comes from 
music.. It was developed in mid 2000 by then 
president Hu Jintao.

• “The philosophy is recognized as a response to the 
increasing social injustice and inequality emerging in 
mainland Chinese society as a result of unchecked 
economic growth, which has led to social conflict. The 
governing philosophy was therefore shifted around 
economic growth to overall societal balance and 
harmony.” (Wikipedia)
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Levels, relations, 
and methods of 
normative change ?

- Global

- National

- Local

- Communities/relations 
of change: 

➢ Intimate/affective

➢ Tradition

➢ Belief

➢ Economy

- Methods?

- To be developed?



Environmental problems and climate change. 
Inter-generational solidarity?

Chinese journalist Chai Jing in self-financed video “Under the Dome” 
on air pollution in Beijing, 2015 (available on YouTube)



Hybrid identities & well-being?

By Julie Edel Hardenberg

“How shall a society with a 
very uniform ethnic and 
cultural tradition function as a 
multicultural community in a 
globalized world?”

From ”Velkommen som ny statsborger”, 
2006, p.34 /Welcome as a new citizen. 
Book by the Norwegian state to its new 
citizens. 



Cultures of Hope ?

From exhibition by Bjørn Nørgaard &  friends: 
The Origins of the Future, 2015, Cph



UN 2030 Sustainable Development Goals:
New signs of solidarities and well-being?
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